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Introduction

Citizen Science (CS) is intertwined with public policy in multiple ways, and the question of how CS can be a resource for decision-making is increasingly debated among those who organise projects as well as among politicians. Around the world, CS is considered relevant at various levels of governance from multilateral programmes, such as the United Nations Environment Programme, to supra-national institutions (the European Union) and individual member states exploring the value of CS for environmental reporting, education, and decision-making (POST 2014; Science Communication Unit 2013). Environmental protection agencies are recognising CS by issuing recommendations, cost-benefit analyses, and decision support for when to use CS to support implementation of regulatory environmental policy (NACEPT 2016; Pocock et al. 2014; Vohland et al. 2016). Increasing openness towards CS is also spreading beyond environmental and biodiversity monitoring to include health and food security, disaster response, and research policy (Schade et al. 2017). Policy publications that mention CS typically highlight its potential for multiple fields and implementations (McElfish, Pendergrass, and Fox 2016) as well as data management (Schade and Tsinaraki 2016). State-sponsored capacity building projects or consultations to develop national strategies for CS have been run in Germany (Bonn et al. 2016), France (Houllier and Merilhou-Goudard 2016), and Spain (Fundacion Ibercivis 2017). Finally, the CS practitioner community is starting to connect with decision makers to demonstrate the validity and benefits of CS (Hecker et al. 2018).

Existing studies focus on how CS supports policy development, barriers, and regulatory support (e.g., Chapman and Hodges 2016). Haklay (2015) points out that policy dimensions of CS arise from geography, policy application area, and type of engagement. Existing empirical studies analyse CS projects along dimensions such as standards (Ottinger 2010), place (Newman et al. 2017), participation of stakeholders (Gobel, Martin, and Ramirez-Andreotta 2017), and data practices (Gabrys, Pritchard, and Barratt 2016). The literature typically identifies two roles for CS in policy contexts: As a data source for the development, implementation, or monitoring of regulation and as one of the targets for science policy. This idea rests on a set of basic assumptions: Politicians and formal political institutions are considered as central actors. “Science” and “politics” are understood as separate spheres, and policymaking is seen as a linear process where policy makers determine rules that CS feeds into.
However, theoretically inspired reflections on the relationship between CS and governance structures are still rare. We argue that CS relates to political processes in ways other than as a source of data or an object of research policy. Such alternatives remain invisible in the literature at present. This paper sets out to broaden the perspective by drawing on concepts from political science as well as Science and Technology Studies (STS), an interdisciplinary research field in the social sciences and humanities which aims at better understanding science and technology as part of society. We analyse a case study taken from the pan-European project “Doing-It-Together Science” (DITOs) (http://togetherscience.eu/), including activities explicitly aimed at “policy engagement,” such as multi-stakeholder roundtable discussions (Figure 1) and neglected sites of governance such as prototyping workshops. Based on these experiences, the paper presents a heuristic of relations between CS and governance and illustrates how the heuristic can enrich CS practice using examples from the DITOs project. Finally, the paper points out that recognising this complexity of governance relations presents alternative ways of practicing CS.

Case Study of the DITOs Project
This paper is a reflective essay that uses the case study of the EU-funded DITOs project, in which all four authors were involved. DITOs aimed to increase participation in CS across Europe by coordinating and supporting 500 public events encompassing the spectrum from top-down projects (in which members of the public join activities organised and determined by academic institutions) to bottom-up activities (in which members of the public are more actively involved in design or coordination of research focused on a problem of direct concern to them). Over the course of three years, DITOs engaged more than 1.5 million participants. In parallel to the public-facing events, the DITOs partners also ran activities with the explicit purpose of “policy engagement,” i.e., reaching out to decision makers with the aims to provide information and good practice on CS and DIY science, stimulate encounters, and develop institutions, namely the European Citizen Science Association (ECSA) (Göbel and Agnello 2019). Activity formats of this policy engagement work included stakeholder roundtables, policy briefs, and international research missions (“Discovery Trips”) that involved taking politicians on organised tours (Berditchevskaia, Regalado, and van Duin 2017). DITOs was one of the first large-scale CS projects funded by an EU scheme focused on public engagement with science and technology (rather than technical or basic research funding programmes). As the first capacity building project to significantly support and strengthen CS communities across Europe, DITOs is a uniquely relevant and multifaceted case study for the relationship between CS and governance processes.

This paper uses empirical observations from the DITOs project to articulate a broader argument about the relationship between CS and governance processes. It uses a mixture of social science methods including autoethnography (Ellis, Adams, and Bochner 2011) to reflect on stakeholder roundtables, textual analysis (Nimmo 2011) to examine the policy framing of DITOs, and ethnographic observations of devices (Law and Ruppert 2013) when reporting on workshops. Based on these observations and vignettes from the DITOs activities, we outline four governance modes of how CS and governance relate. Taken together, these four modes constitute a heuristic of

Figure 1: DITOs European stakeholder roundtable on environmental citizen science, May 2018, London. Photo: Alexandra Berditchevskaia.
how CS feeds into, is affected by, forms part of, and exercises governance. We argue that these categories are relevant beyond the DITOs project and that they represent archetypal relationships of CS. The primary aim of our analysis is to share experiences and to stimulate deeper discussions amongst CS practitioners and social scientists. We recognise that there may be additional modes to be mapped, and we invite others to test the four that we have described and elaborate upon them further.

Citizen Science and Governance

CS is increasingly becoming a focal point for public policy to provide data for decision-making and to widen access to the process of science. Yet beyond these two understandings, CS can engage with ‘the political’ in a number of other ways. We propose to refine the terminology used to address such relationships. We argue that the term “governance” can function as a useful tool to speak and think about political dimensions of CS and to surface dimensions that usually remain invisible. We will do this first by drawing on concepts from STS and political sciences to provide an enriched definition of “policy” as “governance.” Second, we will use examples from the DITOs project to propose different modes of how CS and governance can be related to each other. We also will discuss how our heuristic relates to what is usually called CS governance models.

In political sciences, the term governance has been defined as “institutionalized modes of social coordination to produce and implement collectively binding rules (e.g., policies), or to provide collective goods” (Börzel and Risse 2010: 114). The term was introduced to enlarge the view of the process of policy-making beyond formal political institutions by capturing non-hierarchical modes of coordination, for instance through networks or markets, as well as roles of non-state actors in public policy-making and implementation. STS broadened the idea of “governance” to describe an expanded network of influential actors and organisations that drive the development and uptake of science and technology through society. For example, Jasanoff (2005) has highlighted the intertwined nature of science (and technology) and politics by examining how concepts in the theory of democracy are informed by ideas of science, how the latter are incorporated into projects of nation-building, or how political culture is linked to what is considered public knowledge.

Based on this literature, we use an enriched concept of governance. In addition to formal political institutions it also considers non-state actors such as technologies and standards to have governance implications. It uses the notion that science and politics are mutually dependent and shaping each other. Governance is not a linear top-down process but rather a multidirectional one. The implications of such approaches are that governance can be understood to take place inside as well as outside of recognisable political institutions, such as parliaments, and to involve a much broader group of people and entities such as technologies and standards. In such a view, the spheres of science and politics are brought closer conceptually to become mutually determining and interlinked. This allows us to consider spaces, settings, and relations of governance beyond political programmes and ethical rules and to take into account mutual relations. Finally, inspired by Latour (2007), who treats different understandings of “the political” as different moments in the trajectory of a public issue, we use governance as an overarching and flexible concept encompassing a spectrum of possible meanings and thus relations with CS.

In CS practitioner communities, the term “governance” is associated with so-called “governance models” of CS projects. Although not explicitly used in the scientific literature, the phrase “citizen science governance models” has become a shorthand for the five-part model of Public Participation in Scientific Research distinguishing “contractual, contributory, collaborative, co-created, and collegial” projects. This five-part model from Shirk et al. (2012) focuses on power relations within CS projects, such as the way that volunteers interact with scientists and volunteers’ relations to project outcomes. In contrast, our framing of governance focuses on CS projects as part of a wider ecosystem of science policy, funding processes, and direct transformations of the world, as well as decision-making. Hence the classification from Shirk et al. as well as others that similarly deal with CS governance models within projects (Haklay 2013; Wiggins and Crowston 2011) have a different focus than the heuristic proposed in this paper.

The present paper develops a heuristic of how CS feeds into, is affected by, forms part of, and exercises governance. We present four governance modes that we identified in DITOs: CS as (1) source of information for policy-making, (2) object of research policy, (3) policy instrument, and (4) socio-technical governance (Table 1). Each of the modes is illustrated with a vignette that includes a basic description of the governance mode, relations to other project examples and literature, an illustrative example from DITOs activities, and a brief reflection.

Governance Modes

Citizen science as a source of information for policy-making

We start with the governance mode that is concerned with the mobilisation of information for policy-making. This mode has already been widely recognised and elaborated within the literature on CS (e.g., Bonney et al. 2014; Schade et al. 2017). It describes the use of outputs from CS, such as data and knowledge, as inputs for the implementation and monitoring of regulation. While this mode is discussed for a wide range of applications, it has been most thoroughly elaborated for environmental policy (Haklay 2015). Because it has already been vastly covered, we limit our discussion and example of this mode to the most essential points.

The most simplified instantiation of this mode posits citizens as data collectors whose contributions to environmental monitoring are shepherded by public authorities. This idea is closely related to the concept of crowdsourcing (Howe 2006). Many publications also advocate for an expanded role for citizens beyond gathering data, e.g., more stages of the policy cycle, such as agenda setting and review of policies, shall become open to contributions from CS (NACEPT 2016; Schade et al. 2017). A 2018 survey of European CS projects that analysed the role of CS in environmental policy-making (Bio Innovation Service 2018)
Table 1: Summary of relationships between CS and governance from the DITOs project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Governance mode</th>
<th>Role of CS in different relations of governance</th>
<th>Key elements/components</th>
<th>Example from DITOs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information for policy-making</td>
<td>CS as a source of information to feed into science and thus lead to policy improvement</td>
<td>- Data</td>
<td>Stakeholder roundtable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object of research policy</td>
<td>CS as an approach of doing research and science communication that is regulated by public authorities</td>
<td>- Stakeholders</td>
<td>Stakeholder roundtable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy instrument</td>
<td>CS being used as an instrument to advance political agendas on science and society</td>
<td>- Policy makers</td>
<td>DITOs project as a whole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socio-technical governance</td>
<td>CS as direct governance via non-policy actors, e.g., the public, stakeholders, technologies</td>
<td>- Public problems</td>
<td>Prototyping workshops</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The UK’s unified cross-disciplinary research and innovation organisation (UKRI) has recognised the need to invest in infrastructure to support CS by establishing a dedicated funding scheme. Outputs of the roundtable include a policy brief synthesising the results of the event for policy makers (DITOs 2019).

The roundtable provided space for discussion between CS practitioners and actors involved in traditional governance processes (Figure 2). This helped to identify blockages and routes to more comprehensive integration of CS data into environmental governance and their explicit labelling as citizen-generated. One main learning from the event is that the links between CS activities and policy-making processes should be seen as ongoing and iterative engagements. For instance, policy makers and civil servants could be involved in CS project design to communicate policy needs for data and knowledge, while findings from projects should inform government action (DITOs 2019).

*Citizen science as an object of research policy*

This mode of governance situates CS as an approach within the practice of science. It addresses the regulation of CS as part of policies for advancing research, technology, and innovation. This mode is shaped by actors, such as the DITOs project and the ECSA, which undertake boundary work (Gieryn 1983) to establish CS as a legitimate approach to conducting research. For this purpose, these actors build links between the constituencies that they aim to represent and the stakeholders that they seek to persuade. Here we find the area of explicit policy-engagement activities within the DITOs project. DITOs advocacy work addressing this mode of governance sought mainly to engage with policy makers in a traditional sense. These included members of public administrations who are responsible for creating and implementing laws and other rules that regulate research, science communication, and science education. The basic argument for this advocacy work was that citizen and DIY science represent recent and rapidly developing phenomena. Therefore, policy
makers are likely to lack the requisite knowledge of the characteristics, practical needs, benefits, and challenges of these approaches as well as the contacts to develop them. Through the combination of publications (policy briefs) and face-to-face activities (stakeholder roundtables and discovery trips), the DITOs project provided information and spaces for interaction between policy makers and CS practitioners (Göbel and Agnello 2019). These dedicated activities functioned to introduce policy makers to the practices of CS, outline the relevance of these approaches for their respective contexts and, in the best case, provided resources to support them in affecting change in their institutions. In addition to policy makers, DITOs policy engagement activities also have addressed representatives from other influential organisations in the science and innovation ecosystem, such as funding agencies, academies, foundations, think tanks, or civil society organisations, because they also can play an important role in recognising and establishing CS within the research system (Göbel and Agnello 2019).

This governance mode and the associated advocacy work are founded in a normative understanding of democracy as deliberative and participatory processes involving members of different groups in society. This tradition of political thinking has informed two science policy concepts on which the DITOs project has drawn. The first one is transdisciplinary sustainability research, in which stakeholder engagement is a basis for generating scientific knowledge and implementing practical solutions for issues such as natural resource management conflicts (Pettibone et al. 2018). The second one concerns work on Responsible Innovation that advocates for focussing research on societal problems and for public engagement in early phases of science and technology policy-making (Stilgoe, Owen, and Macnaghten 2013). From the scholarly work associated with these two concepts, DITOs has used the tools of stakeholder roundtables and other formats for direct encounters between researchers and practitioners. The tools have been adapted to the context of advocating for research policy that supports the involvement of people directly into the generation of scientific research (not only into science policy-making and beyond sustainability questions). Similar advocacy work that addresses this mode of governance can be found at national levels. One example is the capacity-building project Citizens create knowledge, knowledge creates citizens (Bonn et al. 2016) funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research. From 2014 to 2016, the project organised a landscape study of existing practices in Germany, several stakeholder roundtables, and the development of a national strategy to advance CS in the country. Building on these results, a pilot funding call for CS projects was created by the ministry in 2016 (BMBF 2016), which sponsored 13 projects with five million Euros (BMBF 2019). DITOs aimed at stimulating similar developments of community building and institutionalisation at the European level.

An illustrative case study of this governance mode within DITOs is the European stakeholder roundtable on CS, DIY science and Responsible Research and Innovation. The event was organised by ECSA and brought together nearly 50 participants for a day of talks and workshops in November 2016 in Berlin. At this event, the DITOs projects created a space for interaction and learning between actors who would not otherwise have had an opportunity to meet face to face: Coordinators of CS projects, representatives of the European Commission, members
of biohacking spaces, science art gallery managers, representatives of funding agencies, and others. The roundtable involved the sharing of perspectives on CS and the potential role of science policy to enable and support the field. Topics discussed included how CS and DIY science activities are instantiated in biohacking spaces, how pollution sensing collectives in the US establish ties with the federal government, and the role of CS in the EU research agenda for Open Science. Concrete outputs of the roundtable included a report (Göbel et al. 2017) and draft policy briefs that served as further policy engagement instruments (DITOs 2017a; DITOs 2017b). In addition, the event established DITOs as a forum for this type of exchange and further consolidated the role of ECSA as an umbrella organisation and convener at the European level, to facilitate such discussions in the longer term.

The roundtable example also can help to illustrate some of the tensions intrinsic to this governance mode of CS. The first tension concerns processes of institution-alisation and changes that may arise when concepts are adopted by public authorities. At the roundtable, the inputs by European Commission staff testified to the fact that CS already had become included in EU science policy (Göbel et al. 2017). However, this inclusion was predicated on a narrow understanding of CS as crowdsourcing plus education (Vohland and Göbel 2017). Such a limited articulation is at odds with the understanding of CS and DIY science advocated for by DITOs and ECSA, which emphasise the plurality of different approaches and communities of participatory research (Göbel and Agnello 2019). As a result, the focus of the advocacy work was shifted towards emphasizing a diversity of approaches. However, it remains up for debate if this advocacy can be considered successful. Moreover, a second tension regarding representation became visible. The roundtable (and later events) was intended as an opportunity for members of different CS approaches to speak directly to policy makers on their areas of expertise instead of representing them through DITOs or ECSA. Yet several constraints imposed by distinct capacities of “professional” versus “volunteer” CS practitioners challenged this vision in practice. Among many factors, day and time of the week on which to hold such events, the availability of travel cost support, or the possibility of compensating freelance workshop organisers determine whether an event is affordable and truly accessible to representatives from a broad range of CS communities (and other stakeholders). Taking such factors into account and addressing them adequately through dedicated resources is especially important considering the ambition of such roundtables to influence how CS is approached as an object of research policy. For mediating actors such as DITOs and ECSA, working openly and inclusively is thus a necessary condition (Göbel and Agnello 2019).

**Citizen science as a policy instrument**

Another way to consider the role of CS in governance is to examine the policy goals that have led to the institutional promotion and funding of CS. This governance mode identifies CS as a policy instrument, which is used by policy makers to advance specific policy goals on relationships between science and society as a form of neoliberal governmentality (Ferguson and Gupta 2002). Because of the many forms and functions that CS activities can have (Eitzel et al. 2017), we can see different agendas that are linked to them. These range from finding cost-effective ways to address environmental regulations (e.g., Vaughan 2014) to the characterisation of the entrepreneurial citizen, who provides ideas and capital (EC 2017) or notions of increasing democracy and improving the societal mission of science (EC 2016, 2017).

The following quote taken from a high-level EU policy document defines a future vision for European research:

> “Just as the Internet and globalisation have profoundly changed the way we do business, interact socially, consume culture or buy goods, they are now profoundly impacting how we do research and science ... just as people offer spare rooms via AirBnB, why shouldn’t they be allowed to offer spare brain power via citizen science?” (EC 2016: 34, emphasis added).

This quote establishes equivalence between CS and the “sharing economy” (Martin 2016) as exemplified by AirBnB. In this way the policy document valorises disruptive business practices without examining their broader impacts. The negative impact of AirBnB on city centres and liveability has been well documented (Gant 2016; Guttentag 2015). We therefore see here a formation of CS as part of the landscape of disruptive innovations, the marketisation of hitherto unused resources, and the promotion of economic efficiency. This matches the overall sentiment of the policy document about the purpose of investment in research and innovation, with just a short paragraph touching on other dimensions of CS such as addressing societal concerns.

The funding of DITOs under the European Union Framework Programme for Research and Innovation, Horizon 2020, provides a clear demonstration of the use of CS as a deliberate policy instrument. The programme follows regulations that were approved through the European Parliament and the European Council (Regulation [EU] No 1291/2013). Following this regulation, the European Commission issued a detailed work programme with calls that address policy objectives. While those who respond to the call have the freedom to offer different solutions that will address the challenges in the call, the judging process is designed to ensure that the projects will align with the policy objectives for which they are set. The area in which the DITOs project was funded, which is called “Science with and for Society,” was explicitly intended to “be instrumental in ... building capacities and developing innovative ways of connecting science to society ... make science more attractive (notably to young people), raise the appetite of society for innovation ...” (EU 2015: 4). The DITOs project responded to a call for “Pan-European public outreach: exhibitions and science cafés engaging citizens in science.” Here, the most explicit expectations by policy makers are detailed in the desired impacts:
“In the short term … increase public awareness of science and of Responsible Research and Innovation. In the medium term, it will build capacity of local science actors and public authorities to engage with citizens on science and innovation, leading to more public engagement activities after the end of the project. Equally, it will directly encourage more citizens, including women, to participate in science. It will encourage user-led and frugal innovation, and mobilise social resources in the knowledge transfer of ideas — from social imagination to practical implementation. In the long term, it will channel to policy makers at different levels external advice and societal inputs regarding appropriate R&I policies” (EU 2015: 22, emphasis added).

What is noticeable here is that the project is asked to act as an amplifying instrument to enhance the communication of the policy objectives of Responsible Research & Innovation (RRI) towards the public and policy makers. In effect, this equals communicating that the research funded by the EU is “doing the right thing.” It also captures an expectation that it will promote the vision of “the citizen as entrepreneur” who addresses social problems through innovations that they are developing by themselves with limited resources. Importantly, the requirements in the call are not to challenge any hegemonic position of science, only to promote a representation of science that is following the concept of RRI (cf. Stilgoe, Owen, and Macnaghten 2013).

However, when examining the role of CS as a policy instrument, one should note the obvious caveat, which makes this a complex area escaping direct regulation. First and foremost, once projects have been commissioned, they do not simply continue on their trajectory but typically adapt to the changes in the political context. For example, during the DITOs project the emphasis from promoting RRI as a major objective shifted to highlighting the linkage of CS and Open Science (EC 2017). As policy priorities changed, the DITOs project delivery teams reacted to ensure the alignment of policy outputs of the project to the changing political objectives (the topic of the roundtable discussed in the previous section exemplifies that). Secondly, due to the multiple aspects of CS, e.g., contributing to bigger public awareness to science, increasing informal education, and delivering scientific objectives, the ability of political agendas to make a project deliver a specific policy goal is limited and as with many co-production processes, the potential for unplanned outcomes is high.

**Citizen science as socio-technical governance**

Our final category highlights the way that CS functions as socio-technical governance without involving political representatives or established policy channels. “Socio-technical” means here that the governance takes place not via policy actors, such as the public and stakeholder groups, but through the use of technology, such as physical objects and technical protocols (Marres 2012). Examples of this mode are local-scale groups that are self-managing environmental resources or designing technologies to deal with real world problems. The key distinction to the other modes is that socio-technical governance has a direct impact on the way that the world is structured without being reliant on any explicit policy support.

The examples from the DITOs project involve two distinct workshops, one at the Medialab Prado in Madrid and the other in London in relation to Heathrow airport. The Madrid workshop Interactivos? 2017 (https://www.medialab-prado.es/actividades/interactivos17-reimaginando-el-movimiento-en-la-ciudad-ciencia-ciudadana-para-un) involved designers and artists working together in small teams for two weeks to develop innovative prototypes to solve issues around urban mobility. One group developed visual materials that would encourage people to reduce their environmental footprint by buying local food. Another group developed a prototype that would allow people to map the potholes in their city. Yet another one built a bike-based pirate communication system, while a fourth group developed a game for people to experiment with reducing air pollution. The outputs of the workshop were a range of prototypes that were exhibited to the public at the end of the process. Despite trying to tackle major urban issues, the prototypes could all be implemented in Madrid by local people or communities without requiring official sanction or policy involvement.

The London DITOs workshop involved university students and local residents affected by Heathrow Airport in working together to develop new prototypes and exposure metrics that would account for the noise and air pollution of the airport. During the workshop, the students compared classic methods of gathering evidence, such as technical measurements, with experimental and performative tools that asked for the researcher’s perceptual descriptions and engagement. The findings from these experiments were shared with local residents who gave their feedback and joined in proposing different ways in which evidence could be gathered. Novel outputs from the workshop included the concept of producing a public map of refuge areas where noise exposure was low, as well as alternative indicators for the wellbeing of local people which are currently not being gathered.

In both of these examples, the CS workshops created practical and creative approaches for tackling the problems of urban mobility and environmental pollution. What is striking was that the activities attempted to solve these problems directly via the outputs of the workshop such as the prototype devices and metrics, rather than generating data or recommendations to be implemented via deliberative policy-making. The workshops foregrounded the technical prototypes themselves as having an important role to play in finding solutions to these problems. In this way, this approach has similarities with participatory design processes in which the public is invited to directly engage in developing material solutions to a variety of problems (Björgvinsson et al. 2012). The main audience for these prototypes were other members of the public or stakeholder groups. The notion is that the participants have some specific situated expertise that is a valuable contribution towards and improves the outcomes of the design processes. These workshops transformed governance into
CS as socio-technical governance often appears around topics of public concern that involve controversial technologies such as environmental monitoring or genetic modification. This way of building public prototypes in relation to societally resonant issues can be seen as a continuation of older public engagement processes that tried to create public discussion platforms around controversial topics such as genetically modified food (cf. Stilgoe, Owen, and Macnaghten 2013). Where socio-technical governance differs is by tackling these problems directly via material prototypes, protocols, and procedures without passing through discursive and deliberative policy channels (Marres 2012). The impact of this approach is twofold. It enacts a materialisation of governance into devices, while also decentralising governance towards a local level where it involves affected members of the public, who can directly implement changes. Yet, this should not suggest that this approach involves only action and no research. On the contrary, the participants in this mode of CS are often more deeply involved in the scientific, technical, and policy literatures than in other forms of CS (cf. Haklay 2013). For example, the creation of an innovative community sensor network for Heathrow airport required a diverse team with advanced software and hardware expertise as well as detailed knowledge of the relevant legislation (Nold 2018). Despite this depth of scientific and policy engagement, this form of CS is largely neglected within the CS literature.

Discussion

We have described four modes of how CS and governance relate to each other based on empirical observations from the DITOs activities and the wider literature. Taken together, these four governance modes constitute a heuristic of how CS feeds into, is affected by, forms part of, and exercises governance. Next, we clarify these categories regarding their underlying assumptions and interrelations.

The first two modes of information for policy-making and object of research policy are based on defining CS as an approach to scientific research in which the goal is to put science at the service of policy-making (cf. Storksdieck et al. 2016). Both of these modes are based on established roles and framings of how scientific institutions relate to the political sphere that we discussed above — by relying on citizens to contribute data and knowledge for improving policy-making (information for policy-making) and advocacy for increasing the allocation of public resources towards participatory research (object of research policy). While the focus of the first mode is on the data resulting from CS, the second one considers CS as an approach to research, science education, and communication that is to be regulated. In practice, these categories are typically invoked in, and shape, debates on the quality of data generated through CS activities (e.g., Nature 2015) and on risks of unregulated biotechnological experimentation (e.g., Baumgaertner 2018). These differences point to the key components of these modes of governance. The first one is largely focused on data while the second one largely involves discursive policy events where stakeholders and policy makers meet.

The third and fourth modes of CS as policy instrument and socio-technical governance are largely not discussed in the CS literature but are common within social science analysis of scientific and technical practices. The third dimension suggests that CS is actually a political activity in the way it is used to enact political agendas that come from outside of scientific research. This expansion beyond a purely scientific justification for these activities opens up uncomfortable discussions about the degree to which research activities are entangled with political goals, and therefore requires an examination of the values and aims that are embedded in these goals. We have discussed this in terms of the proliferation of neoliberal ideas, such as the entrepreneurial citizen, yet other ways of addressing societal concerns, e.g., commons-based peer production and broader questions of equity, inclusion, and empowerment still need to be approached. The key component of this governance mode is the presence of political agendas that are embedded into funding calls and consequently recapitulated by academics in their applications. The fourth dimension of socio-technical governance is different from the other three in the way that it relocates where governance is done and how it is made. In this mode CS does not rely on representational politics but “does” governance through its own public practices and socio-material methods, such as its technologies. The key components of this mode are explicitly stated public problems that are directly addressed by physical prototypes created by participants.

While these four modes of governance are rooted in different theoretical traditions, in practice they may coexist within a single project. Inherently, they are not mutually exclusive — the form of governance of CS as a policy instrument can happen alongside viewing it as a way to produce information for policy-making. In fact, a project can and will oscillate through these different modes as different actors see different aspects in the project and its outcomes. For example, this can mean that a research funder might see CS as a more efficient and cost-effective way of collecting data. At the same time, a practitioner in the field could interpret the same act as a way to open up scientific practice and question it, and to communicate this potential to the participants. Examining the four modes of governance along with their intelligibility as well as clashes can help to reconstruct aspects of the success and tensions around CS. Successes, on the one hand, can be understood as rooted in making intelligible, or creating productive links between, different political agendas that are associated with CS. Here we mean different not only regarding concrete aims, e.g., different views on the role of the public within the national research system, but different in the sense of operating on various levels and through distinct conceptual framings.

An example of such a success would be to secure funding for the DITOs project, as discussed above, by linking the potential of CS to provide data for decision-making...
(mode 1) to the establishment of CS as a legitimate way of doing research (mode 2) as well as to current EU research policy agendas such as RRI and Open Science (mode 3). On the other hand, tensions in the practice of CS can be traced to clashes between different governance modes. Applying such a perspective to a recent discussion about an international definition of CS one might, for instance, note how arguments marking reference to different governance modes coexist without aligning. Heigl et al. (2019) argue that defining minimum quality criteria for CS (mode 2) are essential for making CS a more acceptable source of data for decision-making (mode 1) as well as a more legitimate recipient of funding through grants (mode 3). In contrast, the response by Auerbach et al. (2019) can be read as a claim not to delineate the methodological approaches and research designs that shall be considered part of CS (mode 2) based on criteria for showcasing CS projects on online platforms for attracting attention and participants (mode 4). The coexistence of different governance modes as well as their relations require more attention; however, they are usually hidden by the discussion of CS as a uniform concept (cf. Strasser et al. 2019). Such generalizations open up risks, such as CS becoming a neoliberal facade (Mirowski 2018). Therefore, a better understanding of the multiplicity of CS governance modes and interpretations can contribute analytical sharpness to reflections of CS.

Because such nuances become visible only with a wider heuristic of relations between CS and “the political,” we invite others to expand on the concepts that we provide. The four modes of governance described here are not an exhaustive typology of all possible modes across CS projects. There are likely to be other modes that we have not explored because they did not feature in DITOs. However, because DITOs had a direct aim of enhancing and empowering CS at an international scale, it made us aware of these modes as major influences that shaped the practices of the partners in the project. We suggest that explorations of other projects using a similar approach to the one that we are offering can reveal further modes that are relevant to CS activities.

Using the Heuristic to Reflect on DITOs Policy Engagement

In this section, we use our heuristic to reflect back on the advocacy work done in the DITOs project to provide three examples of how a nuanced understanding of CS governance relations can enrich CS practice. It is easiest to draw lessons from activities that are explicitly oriented towards advocacy, which can be found in the modes information for policy-making and object of research policy. This is where the DITOs project showed explicit agency, also denoted by the deliberate use of the term “policy engagement.” Expanding our understanding of governance beyond these two modes to jointly create a heuristic with the additional two archetypes helped to show alternative conceptions of how CS can be related to governance, thereby making it possible to articulate them. This was most clearly expressed in the fourth mode of socio-technical governance, which had been largely invisible in our framing of policy engagement at the proposal writing stage (which focussed on modes 1 and 2). In practice, however, this fourth mode constitutes an important dimension in which CS can be a resource for political action. The DITOs workshops that were focused on prototypes for CS activities highlighted how the creation of evidence and scientific knowledge is intrinsically interwoven with the properties and design of technologies. It was difficult for DITOs to integrate this mode because it relies on the co-design of systems and technologies with citizens, while modes one and two are premised on establishing discursive relationships with public authorities. At first this challenged the consortium, but over time such an extended perspective resulted in rich discussions in which consortium partners questioned some of their basic assumptions, developed new ideas, and jointly formulated questions that will inspire future activities.

The heuristic also was helpful in distinguishing between modes one and two, thus allowing us to more accurately communicate the purpose of the project to CS communities. DITOs was first and foremost focussed on providing communication, coordination, and support for CS, thus it was a project about CS rather than a project that directly and primarily practices CS (although a variety of CS activities were linked to and encouraged by DITOs, see for example McKie 2019). This focus had important implications for how to conceptualise the DITOs policy engagement activities. By using the heuristic, it was possible to clarify that activities in DITOs did not produce environmental data that could be channeled to decision makers (information for policy-making). Yet, what DITOs policy engagement was able to do was to advocate for broader and more explicit use of CS data in policy-making, thus working in mode two that treats CS as an object of policy (in this case environmental instead of research policy). In addition, we switched from doing policy engagement ourselves to working with stakeholders from civil society and building capacity for such advocacy work for CS activities across Europe and in a variety of policy fields.

Finally, the systematic approach of discussing various nuances of “the political” made it possible to address the mode of CS as a policy instrument from the view of “inside” a project. Such a perspective is not usually debated or communicated explicitly owing to the risk of losing (present or future) funding by exposing the political activities involved in doing CS projects. We believe, however, that it is necessary and important to discuss the ways in which we as CS practitioners adapt to, work with, or work around the political agendas transported by institutional support for CS. Only in such a way can we maintain the high degree of reflexivity the field has shown from its early days (Storksdieck et al. 2016) and confront new challenges arising as CS practice becomes increasingly established and diverse. The heuristic presented in this paper thus offers a tool for triggering discussions in a productive way within the practitioner community itself, rather than leaving such matters to the purview of critical comments from the outside.

Conclusions

This paper has described a growing connection between CS and governance that is made within the academic literature yet suggested that the way this relationship has been con-
ceptualised so far is limited. Using the lens of the DITOs project, it becomes clear that CS is a spectrum of activities that can “do” governance in a multiplicity of ways. On this basis, we have elaborated a heuristic of four modes of governance of CS. We suggest that this heuristic can contribute to give more substance to policy discussions that seldom specify what specific characterisation of “policy” or “governance” might actually be intended as well as recognising governance that is taking place but currently not being seen. By providing a heuristic of different dimensions, we hope that we will reduce misunderstandings and move towards more precision. This more nuanced understanding of governance in relation to CS also allows practitioners to be more sensitive towards how “the political” is framed in their projects and the political contexts in which they act. Another benefit is that organisers of CS projects can communicate more clearly about the multiplicity of impacts their work generates. In DITOs it allowed us to better characterise and express the purpose of the project and the effects of political agendas on our activities.

The different modes of governance that we identify suggest the need to develop a broader range of evaluation criteria that take into account different modes of governance and policy engagement work. What would it mean to evaluate the mode of socio-technical governance? Would this require a direct ethnographic examination of the transformative impact of specific CS activities, such as prototyping workshops? Perhaps it would focus on the skills and abilities acquired by the participants to transform the world rather than on the absolute number of traditional policy actors engaged. Developing such criteria would require a process of collective reflection between researchers and practitioners of CS. Moreover, reflecting on the key components of each governance mode may allow us to find alternatives by recombining across the modes addressing different actors and topics in order to develop new forms of CS. For example, how might the idea of bringing stakeholders together at a roundtable be rethought by turning the event into a collective physical construction of a prototype at a CS test site? Using participatory design in such a way could raise questions of local specificity – e.g., where should we test a polluted river and what kinds of new participants might want to engage with their local river? – in a very different manner than, say, a meeting in Brussels. While challenging to achieve, inviting traditional policy makers to take part in hands-on activities might also break down communication barriers and make issues of concern more clear for all the participants.

In this way, we hope, CS can not only make the governance of data collection as a source for public policy more open for civic participation but also reflect on how different governance modes can change how we do CS.

Given the growing trend of expansion and formalisation of CS in relation to public policy, it can be expected that these findings from the DITOs project are applicable at various geographic levels of governance. We thus suggest the need for more efforts linking practitioner reflections and academic analysis of the multiplicity of governance modes in CS. Only through such deliberate and cooperative efforts will we be able to develop better forms of CS and governance.
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